
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of urban planner. If you are looking for an exciting place to work,
please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for urban planner

Partner with Buying teams to provide information about key items / program
management
Ensure the financial success of a select grouping of merchandise
classifications by meeting or exceeding sales, gross margin, and inventory
turn goals
Partner with buying group to determine attribute penetration, price point
representation, brand penetration and the introduction of new merchandise
into the assortment at the class level
Monitor and evaluate sales of current styles and attributes on a weekly basis,
partnering with the buyer and the Director of Planning to effectively manage
receipts and inventory
Present and prepare monthly strategy meetings to Planning group and or
Executive committee
Manage OTB and provide monthly receipt plans to Buying Team
Develop entrance and exit strategies for styles and seasonal classifications
Partner with Buying and marketing teams to provide input into which key
items, classifications and attributes require marketing support
Monitor and evaluate sales of current styles on a weekly basis, partnering
with the buyer and the Senior Planner / Planning Manager to effectively
manage receipts and inventory
Manage inventory levels needed to support the rate of sale taking into
account sell-through percent, WOS, and planned product life span
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Develop style-level plans based on current forecast, historic trend and test
information for key items or attributes
Support functionality that ensures the financial success of class by meeting or
exceeding sales, gross margin, and inventory turn goals
Support planning counterparts with reporting and operational functions
needed within the division
Basic understanding of retail math concepts and applications
Must have 1-2 years of retail experience
Applicants with experience in the Middle East are preferred


